Embassy of India
Amman

COMPLETE RENOVATION OF THE CONSULAR VISITORS AREA AT CHANCERY PREMISES

The Embassy of India in Amman (Jordan) invites sealed bids for the renovation of its Consular Section Visitor's area at its premises. The work includes demolition of existing visitors area, its roof, brick walls, old electrical connections, old doors/gates, broken windows etc. and installation of new walls, elevation of present floor by taking into the vacant area and raising it by one metre to present level, new roof, making of staircase, cement, electrical & plumbing works, installation of new entrance doors, perimeter wall work, floor and wall tiling, related wood work, glass work, raising the perimeter wall to the roof structure to prevent any unauthorized entry, steel work, painting and all the work related to the renovation as required including removal of debris etc. from the premises upon completion of renovation.

2. The work should be completed within 30 days upon awarding of the work. Interested parties may forward their sealed quotations, on the letterhead of the company, to the Head of Chancery, Embassy of India, Amman (Jordan) at No.13, Amr Bin Masadah St., Jabal Amman, Circle 1, Amman (Jordan). [Tel No.+962-6-4622098 and 4657123; Fax No.+962-6-4611916; email: hoc.amman@mea.gov.in and admin.amman@mea.gov.in]

3. Arrangements may be made for viewing the scope of work at the Chancery by arranging prior appointment.

4. After examination of the bids by the Embassy of India, the lowest bid Party will be informed accordingly. The Embassy of India reserves the right to accept/reject any bid(s) without assigning reason(s). All bidders are requested to offer technical/financial sealed bids by 15.05.2015.
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